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This final report (the “Final Report”) has been prepared by
Deloitte & Touche (“Deloitte”) for MultiChoice Africa Limited
in accordance with the Statement of Work with them dated
31 July 2015 and the Master Service Agreement dated 1
October 2012 (together, “the Contract”) and on the basis of
the scope and limitations set out below.
The Final Report has been prepared solely for the purposes
of conducting an economic impact assessment of MultiChoice
Africa Limited’s operations in Zambia as set out in the
Contract. It should not be used for any other purpose or in
any other context, and Deloitte accepts no responsibility for
its use in either regard.

reasonableness. Further, any results from the analysis
contained in the Final Report are reliant on the information
available at the time of writing the Final Report and should
not be relied upon in subsequent periods.

limited by the time, information and explanations made
available to us. The information contained in the Final Report
has been obtained from MultiChoice Africa Limited and third
party sources that are clearly referenced in the appropriate
sections of the Final Report. Deloitte has neither sought to
corroborate this information nor to review its overall
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MULTICHOICE PAY TV GROUP’S ACTIVITIES AND ECONOMIC IMPACT IN ZAMBIA

HIGH-LEVEL
SUMMARY
> Direct impact: In total, MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s

MultiChoice Zambia Limited (MultiChoice Zambia) set up its operations in the

direct economic impact summed to $98.5m between

country in 1994, as a joint venture between Zambian Broadcasting Corporation
1

(ZNBC and MultiChoice Africa). The MultiChoice Pay TV Group has since become a
significant part of Zambia’s broadcasting landscape providing Satellite services (the DStv
brand), Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT), provided by GOtv Zambia Limited under the

sentatives and retail outlets.

process of digitalisation through its service innovations
and had a fourfold subscriber increase over the period

2011/12 and 2014/15. The majority of this contribu-

from 2011/12 to 2014/15. The GOtv service is

The Economic Impact study by Deloitte quantifies the

tion is made up of tax payments, followed by wage

provided using the DTT network which was rolled out

Gross Domestic Product (“GDP”) impact resulting from

payments.

in partnership with ZNBC across 10 locations in Zambia

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s activities and illustrates the
wider spillover effects of its activities in Zambia.

GOtv brand, online and various value added services. MultiChoice Zambia Group employs
over 190 and supports a large distribution networks of over 950 agencies, sales repre-

MULTICHOICE PAY TV GROUP’S TOTAL ESTIMATED ECONOMIC
IMPACT IN ZA MBIA , 2011/12-2014/15

with further locations planned for the near future. In
> Supply Chain Expenditure: MultiChoice Pay TV Group

order to encourage take-up further, it has provided

spent an aggregate of $63.7 in its supply chain

subsidies to its customers worth $10.5m over the

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s contribution

between 2011/12 and 2014/15. This expenditure

to Zambian GDP

mostly relates to customer acquisition costs, adminis-

MultiChoice Pay TV Group is estimated to have

trative costs and investments in technology and

Note: Direct Impact, Supply Chain Expenditure and Multiplier Effects

contributed around $201.2m 2 to Zambian GDP across

transmission.

are defined above.

period from 2011/12 to 2014/15 and imported more
Source: Deloitte analysis using MultiChoice Pay TV Group data.

the period from 2011/12 to 2014/15. MultiChoice Pay

than 660,000 DTT set-top boxes into the country.
Informing, educating and reflecting Zambian society
MultiChoice Pay TV Group supports its business partner

TV Group’s economic impact in 2014/15 is estimated

> Multiplier effects: MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s

to equal $65.3m, more than double the contribution

expenditure supports an additional estimated $39.0m

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s spillover impacts

caster. MultiChoice Pay TV Group supplies 67 of ZNBC’s

in 2011/12 of $26.9m.

of economic activity across the period. This contribu-

in Zambia

69 analogue transmitter sites with signal by rebroad-

tion is in addition to its direct impact and expenditure

The GDP impacts only cover the immediate economic

casting ZNBC’s channels using its own satellite network.

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s total contribution to GDP

in the supply chain, and arises as a result of interde-

impacts of MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s activities on the

The dividend payments earned from MultiChoice

consists of the direct impact - made up of its local

pendencies with other sectors in the economy. An

Zambian economy. In addition, there are several

Zambia make up around 20-23% of ZNBC revenues.

spend in terms of wages, taxes, profits and corporate

analysis of Zambia’s economic accounting framework

“spillover impacts”: These are further impacts arising

Similarly, MultiChoice Pay TV Group provides the

social responsibility payments (“CSR”) - and the indi-

(the ‘Social Accounting Matrix’) suggests that $1m of

as by-products of MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s activities

general public with content of public interest, such as

rect and induced impacts, consisting of MultiChoice

demand in the communications industry gives rise to

that are felt by the people, businesses in Zambia and

news, factual programming, lifestyle and culture and

Pay TV Group’s expenditures in the supply chain and

a total GDP impact in the economy of $1.2m.

wider sectors of the economy.

children’s programming, equivalent to over 41 channels.

tional demand created by MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s

Supporting digitalisation and digital switchover

Recognising the educational value of the content

suppliers and employees in the economy.

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has contributed to the

provided to subscribers, MultiChoice Zambia has

in Zambia, ZNBC, in its duties as public sector broad-

the multiplier effects capturing the impacts of addi-

4

5
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MULTICHOICE PAY TV GROUP’S ACTIVITIES AND ECONOMIC IMPACT IN ZAMBIA

HIGH-LEVEL
SUMMARY
invested almost $60,000 in education from 2011/12

SuperSport’s licence fee payments. These funds could

to 2014/15 through its MultiChoice Resource Centre

be utilised to upgrade infrastructure and invest in

Initiative, providing 327 schools with decoders to

sports talent as well as growing related professional

record programmes for use in class. MultiChoice Pay

skills such as club management.

TV Group is supporting the Zambian government’s
objective of having more locally produced TV content
shown by broadcasting locally produced shows on its
channels.
Supporting local businesses
MultiChoice Zambia has developed a wide distribution
network, consisting of over 950 agencies, retailers and
direct sales representatives. These agents earn
commission payments for the various services carried
out on behalf of MultiChoice Pay TV Group, thereby
supporting the growth of local businesses in Zambia.
Promoting Zambian sports
MultiChoice Pay TV Group, through its sports content
entity SuperSport, has invested over $5.3m over the
last four years on licence fee payments and production
expenses. Further, SuperSport has enabled sports to
be visible on television, allowing stakeholders to
benefit from other forms of revenue and investment
such as sponsorship payments, gate collections and
government funds in addition to distributions of

6

x4

Zambia has had a fourfold subscriber increase
over the period from 2011/12 to 2014/15

The MultiChoice Pay TV
Group has made a
contribution to Zambian
society by supporting
public sector broadcasting,
disseminating educational
content and news as well as
reflecting Zambian society
and culture through
its programmes.
7
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MULTICHOICE PAY TV GROUP’S ACTIVITIES AND ECONOMIC IMPACT IN ZAMBIA

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
3

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has been a feature of the Zambian broadcasting landscape since it set up its operations in the country in 1994.
MultiChoice Pay TV Group has an impact on the Zambian economy through
its own operations, through stimulating economic activity in a wide range
of industries, and through wider spillover effects on consumers and others
in the country.

distribution network of over 950 agencies, sales

contributed $65.3m to Zambian GDP in 2014/15,

the Zambian economy. The majority of this impact is

Pay TV Group’s service in Zambia has transformed

representatives and retail outlets. The entities in

amounting to around 0.2% of Zambian GDP. Between

made up of tax payments made by MultiChoice Pay

from an analogue only service into the first digital

Zambia have further interactions with entities outside

2011/12 and 2014/15 this amounted to a total of

TV Group to the Zambian government, amounting to

television service received in the country, now offering

of Zambia, including MultiChoice Africa, SuperSport

$200.2m¬. This estimate consists of the impacts

$26.2m in 2014/15. These consist of VAT payments,

a breadth of packages across its satellite (under the

and M-NET. These are together referred to as ‘Multi-

resulting from MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s spend in

corporation tax and import duty payments and have

DStv brand) and Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT)

Choice Pay TV Group’ for the purposes of this report.

terms of wages, taxes and dividend payments, as well

more than doubled since 2011/12.

such as High Definition Television (HDTV), Personal

This report quantifies the Gross Domestic Product

effects resulting from additional demand created in

MultiChoice Zambia Group also paid wages of $5.3m

Video Recording (PVR) (the Explora decoder) and

(“GDP”) impact resulting from MultiChoice Pay TV

the economy through MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s

in 2014/15 to its more than 190 direct employees and

Pay per View (BoxOffice) offers. MultiChoice Pay TV

Group’s activities and illustrates MultiChoice Pay TV

expenditure. The total economic impact, therefore,

contractors. Wage payments increased by a factor of

Group has thereby catered for the diverse needs of

Group’s wider impacts through:

consists of the impacts shown below.

around 2.5 from their level in 2011/12, testifying the

Zambian consumers and grown its penetration in the

>

Investment in innovations in digital technol-

market. As a result, the number of subscribers

ogy and digital migration as well as its

increased fourfold between the end of the financial

partnerships such as with the government

MULTI CHO I CE’ S TOTA L EST I M AT ED ECON OMI C
IMPACT IN ZA MBIA , 2011/12-2014/15

rapid increase in MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s presence
on the ground.

broadcaster ZNBC;

The direct impact further includes dividend payments

Distribution and production of content of

to MultiChoice Zambia Group’s shareholder ZNBC,

MultiChoice Zambia Limited (MultiChoice Zambia) was

public interest and organisation of

which amounted to $4.4m in 2014/15, an almost

set up as a joint venture with Zambian National Broad-

community initiatives;

50% increase from the 2011/12 level of $3.1m. Over

Investment in its people and supporting

the last six years since June 2009, total dividend

businesses across the distribution network;

payments of $20.1m were made to ZNBC.

>

casting Corporation (ZNBC) to import and distribute

>

television hardware as well as to provide subscriber
2

management services. Further, GOtv Zambia Limited
(GOtv Zambia), also a joint venture with ZNBC was

>

Promotion of the sports industry and investSource: Deloitte analysis using MultiChoice Pay TV Group data.

ment in the broadcasting of sports.

established to provide DTT service in Zambia. Through

Supply chain expenditure

Direct impact

MultiChoice Pay TV Group spent an aggregate of

these entities, MultiChoice Zambia Group’s presence

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s contribution

MultiChoice Pay TV Group made a direct contribution

$16.7m in 2014/15 in its supply chain, which has

in Zambia has grown over this period. Locally, it now

to Zambian GDP

of $35.9m to GDP in 2014/15. This impact is measured

more than doubled since 2011/12. The largest expen-

employs over 190 employees and supports a large

MultiChoice Pay TV Group is estimated to have

as the sum of the taxes, wages and profits paid into

diture category in 2015 was made up of customer

3

8

5

as its expenditures in the supply chain, and the ripple

services (under the GOtv brand) and its innovations

year of 2011/12 and 2014/15.

President Edgar Lungu and MCA CEO Tim Jacobs

4

In over 20 years of operation in Zambia, MultiChoice

4

9
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MULTICHOICE PAY TV GROUP’S ACTIVITIES AND ECONOMIC IMPACT IN ZAMBIA

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
acquisition costs at $5.6m. This represents MultiChoice

for MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s services. This demand

Zambia’s efforts in building a strong distribution

supports additional activity in the economy through

network; it currently works with over 950 agencies,

its multiplier impact, arising from interdependencies

retailers and sales representatives.

of MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s operations with other

MULTICHOICE PAY TV GROUP’S
SPILLOVER IMPACTS IN ZAMBIA

sectors in the economy. Firstly, an indirect impact

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has contributed to the

Administrative costs made up $4.8m in 2014/15.

arises as local suppliers spend income received from

process of digitalisation and digital switchover through

Other expenditure categories include marketing,

MultiChoice Pay TV Group in their supply chain, giving

its investment in the digitalisation of broadcasting

building & maintenance and content expenditure,

rise to further demand. Secondly, MultiChoice Zambia

services. It had around 430,000 subscribers in

testifying to MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s diverse supply

Group’s employees, as well as the employees of its

2014/15 across the GOtv (DTT) and DStv (DTH) satel-

chain, reaching different sectors in the economy.

suppliers, spend their income in the economy across

lite services in Zambia, a fourfold increase over the

a number of sectors, stimulating economic activity in

period from 2011/12 to 2014/15. There were also

In 2013/14 and 2012/13, total supply chain expen-

these sectors. These impacts ripple through the

around 21,000 subscribers in 2014/15 subscribing to

diture amounted to $21.7m and $19.7m, respectively.

economy, through a number of rounds. It is estimated

value-added digital services such as PVR, catch-up and

This higher expenditure was due to increased technol-

from Zambia’s economic accounting framework (the

its Pay per View service (“BoxOffice”).

ogy and transmission expenditure during roll-out of

‘Social Accounting Matrix’) that $1m of demand in the

the DTT network: It totalled $7.8m in 2012/13, $6.4m

communications industry gives rise to $1.24m of GDP

The GOtv service is provided using the DTT network

in 2013/14, and only $0.7m in 2014/15.

in the economy.

which was rolled out in partnership with ZNBC across
10 locations in Zambia with further locations planned

Multiplier impact

for the near future. In order to encourage take-up

It is estimated that MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s expen-

further, it has provided subsidies to its customers

diture supports an additional $12.7m of economic

worth $10.5m over the period from 2011/12 to

activity in 2014/15 over and above its direct impact

2014/15 and imported more than 660,000 DTT

and expenditure in the supply chain.

set-top boxes into the country. Furthermore, its digital
migration themed marketing campaign supports the

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s direct impact and supply

government’s effort in educating the public about

chain expenditure together reflect the total demand

digital migration across the country.

10

Research suggests that SuperSport’s presence
stimulates Zambians to participate more in sports activities
and therefore have better physical and mental health in
general. This also counts for our own staff.

11
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MULTICHOICE PAY TV GROUP’S ACTIVITIES AND ECONOMIC IMPACT IN ZAMBIA

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
some of its content with ZNBC and improves the
ZNBC’s reach to customers by broadcasting it in digital
quality on its GOtv and DStv platforms.

Supporting local business.

out on behalf of MultiChoice Pay TV Group thereby

rise as a result: Nowadays even the lowest yearly base

The size of bubbles indicates the

supporting the growth of local businesses in Zambia

salary is around three times the GDP per capita of

relative number of agencies.

Promoting Zambian sports

data.
Luapula

Recognising the educational value of its content,
MultiChoice Pay TV Group has invested almost $60,000
in education from 2011/12 to 2014/15 through its

Muchinga

Copperbelt
North Western

MultiChoice Resource Centre Initiative, providing 327

Eastern
Central

schools with the means to use audio visual teaching
methods in class using decoders.

Lusaka

Informing, educating and reflecting Zambian society

MultiChoice Pay TV Group is supporting the Zambian
government’s objective of having more locally

SuperSport has expended over $5.3m on licence fee

SuperSport has further supported the development of

payments and production expenses in Zambia over

stakeholders in the industry by setting professional

the last four years. Including expenditure outside of

standards for league and club management and stan-

Zambia, a total of $8.6m was spent on the Zambian

dards for employment contracts, thereby formalising

Football league over this period. These funds have

and promoting employment in the sector.

benefitted a variety of stakeholders in the industry, in

Western
Southern

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has made a contribution to

6

around $1,550 in 2015.

Northern

Source: MultiChoice Zambia

addition to other revenue streams resulting from
increased popularity of football over recent years.

Zambian society by supporting public sector broadcast-

produced TV content shown by licensing and commis-

production industry. This is further supported by

SuperSport has supported this by giving Zambian foot-

ing, disseminating educational content and news as

sioning locally produced shows, and broadcasting

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s investment in cultural

ball significant visibility on-air. It showed more than

well as reflecting Zambian society and culture through

these on its dedicated Zambezi Magic channel and

initiatives such as the Africa Magic Viewers’ Choice

162 hours of football in 2014/15 in a total of 48 coun-

its programmes.

previously its Africa Magic channels across Africa. It

Awards (“AMVCAs”) and the CNN MultiChoice Africa

tries, around double the number of matches in

thereby contributes to the visibility and recognition of

Journalist Awards which recognise talent in the African

2011/12 on its channels. Some games are also

Zambian culture and supports the local content

content production industry and journalism

provided to ZNBC for broadcasting to the benefit of the

respectively.

wider public. This has resulted in a series of knock-on

MultiChoice Pay TV Group supports its business partner
in Zambia, ZNBC, in its duties as public sector broad-

effects for the league and clubs from title sponsorship,

caster. It supplies 67 of ZNBC’s 69 analogue transmitter
sites with signal, using its satellite network to rebroad-

Supporting local businesses

cast ZNBC’s channels to ZNBC transmission sites across

MultiChoice Zambia has developed a wide distribution

ticket sales and jersey sponsors.

the country. The dividend payments earned from

network, consisting of over 950 agencies, retailers and

Almost all of the 16 teams in the league now have

MultiChoice Zambia make up around 20-23% of ZNBC

direct sales representatives. These agents earn

jersey sponsors and regularly attract crowds of up to

revenues. Further, MultiChoice Pay TV Group shares

commission payments for the various services carried

30,000 spectators per match. Salaries for players could

12

Last year, MultiChoice Pay TV Group
is estimated to have contributed
$65.300.000 to the Zambian GDP.
SuperSport is part of this investment, it actively supports and
facilitates the development of
the Zambian football
industry.

13
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MULTICHOICE PAY TV GROUP’S ACTIVITIES AND ECONOMIC IMPACT IN ZAMBIA

INTRODUCTION
MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s services were first received in Zambia in 1995. It started as an

Group impacts the Zambian economy further through

The analysis of these impacts makes use of two

Secondly, the spillover effects; which capture the by-

its contributions to the digitalisation of Zambia inter-

concepts. Firstly, the GDP impact of MultiChoice Pay TV

products of MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s activities, felt

analogue only service, but transformed into the first digital television service received in the

actions with Zambian partners, disseminating content

Group’s operations, which captures the economic

by MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s consumers in Zambia,

of educational and cultural value, supporting local

activity generated for the Zambian economy as a

the wider public, or other firms and agents in the

business and the development of sports.

result of MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s expenditures. This

same or other sectors. These include MultiChoice Pay

is measured as the sum of the following impacts:

TV Group’s role in:

7

country two years later through its DStv service, significantly expanding the content offering
available in the market. MultiChoice Pay TV Group has since continuously invested in broadcasting
through the breadth of its packages and its innovations such as High Definition Television
(HDTV), Personal Video Recording (PVR) (the Explora decoder) and Pay per View (BoxOffice)
offers, which have further stimulated the sector.

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has catered for the diverse

in partnership with shareholder ZNBC,

needs of Zambian consumers and grown its penetra-

to provide digital terrestrial television (DTT)

tion in the market. As a result, the number of

in Zambia. The entities in Zambia have further

subscribers increased fourfold between the end of the

interactions with entities outside of Zambia, including

financial year of 2011/12 and 2014/15.

MultiChoice Africa, SuperSport and M-NET. These are

MultiChoice Zambia Limited (MultiChoice Zambia) was

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has maintained a mutually
beneficial partnership with ZNBC, the Zambian public
broadcaster. It contributes funds, technical facilities

> Direct impact: This consists of MultiChoice’s

> Supporting digitalisation and digital

and skill transfer that help support and expand the

expenditure in remunerating factors of

switchover;

public broadcasting mandate in the country, thereby

production (wages, profits) plus taxes and

> Informing, educating and reflecting

furthering MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s impacts on

Corporate Social Responsibility (“CSR”)

Zambian society;

Zambian broadcasting beyond its direct activities.

spending;

> Supporting local businesses; and

> Indirect impact: The indirect impact

> Promoting and facilitating Zambian sports.

consists of MultiChoice’s expenditure across
the supply chain in Zambia (e.g. marketing,

Report Structure

admin expenditure, building and mainte-

The remainder of this report is structured as follows:

nance) and the resulting ripple effects of

> The next section discusses MultiChoice Pay TV

This study aims to quantify and articulate the contri-

that expenditure across the Zambian economy

Group’s impact on GDP through the direct, indirect and

within MultiChoice’s supply chain; and

induced effects and presents MultiChoice Pay TV
Group’s total economic impact in Zambia.

OVERVIEW OF METHOD AND
KEY CONCEPTS

together referred to as “MultiChoice Pay TV Group” for

Zambia and GOtv Zambia.

bution MultiChoice Pay TV Group has made to the

the purposes of this report.

The number of employees and contractors employed

Zambian economy. This impact of MultiChoice Pay TV

> Induced: The induced impact consists of

across the two entities has more than doubled

Group in Zambia consists of the economic impact from

the ripple effects across the economy as

set up in 1994 as a joint venture with Zambian National

6

Broadcasting Corporation (“ZNBC”), the public broad

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has also grown its presence

between the end of the financial year of 2011/12 and

both its own operations and the wider spillover

employees of MultiChoice and its suppliers

> The following section discusses the wider spillover

caster and currently provides subscriber management

over the years in terms of activities on the ground.

2014/15 to over 190. Further, it supports a large

impacts on consumers and other industries resulting

spend their income in consumer goods and

effects generated by MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s

services and distributes pay television hardware. GOtv

MultiChoice Zambia Group now employs a large

distribution network of over 950 agencies, sales

from it.

services in other sectors in Zambia.

activities in Zambia and presents case studies to illus-

Zambia Limited (GOtv Zambia) was set up in 2011/12

Zambian workforce across its two entities, MultiChoice

representatives and retail outlets MultiChoice Pay TV

14

8

trate these impacts on the economy.

15
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MULTICHOICE PAY TV GROUP’S
IMPACT ON GDP
MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s total economic impact consists of the total
economic activity in the Zambian economy supported by MultiChoice
Pay TV Group’s activities. It is measured in terms of its contribution to GDP.

used to make up a larger share in all other years (36%

times of their 2012 value of $2.1m. This is the compo-

in 2012, 2013 and 2014). Import duties spiked in 2015

nent of MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s direct contribution

due to the increased import of GOtv set-top boxes.

to GDP that grew the fastest between 2012 and 2015.
MultiChoice Zambia Group employed 193 permanent

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s tax contribution allowed

staff members and contractors in 2015, all of whom

the government to collect funds of around $1.7 for

are Zambian, which is more than double its 2012

10

BREAKDOWN OF DIRECT IMPACT BY
EXPENDITURE CATEGORY

each citizen in 2014/15.

BREAKDOWN OF TAX CONTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF TAX CATEGORY

level. Employees are employed across a broad range
of activities, such as management, marketing, public
relations, sales, through to finance and operations. In
addition, 78 temporary staff members were hired for

This GDP impact is calculated as the sum of Multi-

a total duration of five months in 2014/15 during a

Choice Pay TV Group’s expenditure on remunerating

promotional campaign.These figures exclude the jobs

local factors of production and the ripple effects arising

supported in MultiChoice Zambia Group’s distribution

both from expenditure across the Zambian supply

network, further discussed in the next section.

chain and employee spending in the Zambian economy.

E M P LOYE E S A N D CON T RAC TOR S

These impacts are based on expenditure in Zambia
only; expenditures in other countries outside of Zambia

Source: Deloitte analysis using MultiChoice Pay TV Group data

and associated impacts are excluded from this study.

Also in 2015, more than 50% of MultiChoice
Pay TV Group’s budget was spent on a single
educational initiative, the MultiChoice
Resource Centre. A further 44% was spent on
Zambian sports.

Source: Deloitte analysis using MultiChoice Pay TV Group data

Dividend Payments to ZNBC
Taxes

Dividend payments to MultiChoice Zambia Group’s

Direct impact

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s tax contribution more than

shareholder ZNBC amounted to $4.4m in 2014/15,

MultiChoice Pay TV Group is estimated to have made a

doubled between 2012 and 2015, reaching $26.2m in

roughly a 50% increase from the 2011/12 level of

direct contribution of $35.9m to Zambian GDP in

2015. Whilst VAT at $11.5m in 2015 still made up the

$3.1m. Over the last six years since June 2009, total

2015. It paid around $26.2m of taxes in 2015, which

majority of taxes in 2015 (44%), corporation taxes and

dividend payments of $20.1m were made to ZNBC.

formed the majority of its direct contribution (73%).

import duties also made up substantial proportions at

Wages and dividend payments made up roughly equal

$7.0m each (27% respectively). Corporation taxes

Wages

shares (15% and 12%, respectively).

have increased steadily from 2012 to 2015, though

Wage payments totalled $5.3m in 2015, or around 2.5

16

The MultiChoice Pay TV Group employed 193
permanent staff members and contractors in
2015, all of whom are Zambian, which is more
than double its 2012 level.

9

Source: Deloitte analysis using MultiChoice Zambia Group data

17
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MULTICHOICE’S
IMPACT ON GDP
CSR Expenditure
MultiChoice Zambia spent $137,000 in aggregate
CSR Expenditure

The Kabwata Orphanage is dedicated to the relief
of orphans in Lusaka. The Orphanage cares for 80
children and is passionate about creating a loving,
safe, healthy and thriving environment promoting
the importance of education for their future.

and mattress donations to the local hospital;
> MultiChoice has been supporting Zambian

Overview of key areas of MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s

training related expenses. In 2015, this category made

supply-chain expenditure in Zambia

up 29% of total expenditure, at $4.8m.

between 2012 and 2015 on CSR activities. In 2015,

model Ruth Musakabantu with her “Young

MultiChoice Pay TV Group spent an aggregate of

more than 50% of this budget was spent on Multi

Talent Foundation Project”.

$16.7m in the supply chain in Zambia in 2015, down

Marketing and building expenditure made up 14%

Choice Zambia’s educational initiative, the MultiChoice

from $21.7m in 2014 due to higher than average

and 13% of total expenditure, at $2.3m and $2.1m

Resource Centres (“MRCs”) and a further 44% was

technology spend associated with the roll-out of GOtv.

respectively. In 2014, MultiChoice Zambia Group
acounted for 4% of total marketing spend of the top

spent on the sports event “Intercompany Relay”. The
remainder of the budget was spent on smaller initia-

Expenditure on technology and transmission made up

10 spenders in Zambia (totalling $47.5m) as the 10th

tives, such as the following:

the majority of payments in 2013 and 2014, with

highest spender.

$7.8m and $6.4m spent, respectively (40% and 29%
> MultiChoice Zambia has been assisting the
Kabwata Orphanage, and the Open Arms
Orphanage since their inceptions, through
in-kind donations of books, shoes,
shopping vouchers and blankets,
sponsorship money;
> MultiChoice Zambia has worked with the
University Teaching Hospital for a number
of years, giving free subscriptions to the
kids and mothers, and occasionally
supporting with paint jobs;
> Since 2006, MultiChoice Zambia has repeatedly
been the head sponsor for the Ndola’s St
Andrew Church annual golf tournament that
raises money towards projects such as the
construction of a house for a homeless lady

18

of total expenditure in 2013 and 2014 respectively).

Content expenditure on the production and acquisition

This expenditure represents the capital expenditure

of local content, including sports, amounted to $1.2m,

on transmitters during the roll-out of the GOtv (DTT)

and a total of $4.5m between 2012 and 2015.

network.
MULTICHOICE PAY TV GROUP'S SUPPLY CHAIN EXPENDITURE

In 2015, the largest expenditure category consisted of
Ruth Musakabantu

customer acquisition costs, at $5.6m (34%). Customer
acquisition costs are made up of commissions paid in

Supply chain and employee spending impact

the distribution network, as well as the administrative

Besides its direct economic impact, MultiChoice Pay TV

costs for landing set-top boxes. These costs increased

Group’s business also generates multiplier effects or

more than five-fold between 2012 and 2015.

ripple effects arising from its demand for inputs in the
supply chain, and employee (both its own and

Another cost category that consistently made up large

supplier employees) spending in the economy. To this

shares of total expenditure include administrative

end, it is necessary to examine MultiChoice Pay TV

costs, which covers general administrative expendi-

Group’s supply chain expenditure.

ture, communication, travel, external fees as well as

Source: Deloitte analysis using MultiChoice Pay TV Group data

19
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MULTICHOICE’S
IMPACT ON GDP
Multipliers

direct effects are amplified through the indirect and

The magnitude of economic linkages of MultiChoice

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s operations in Zambia

induced impacts is referred to as the multiplier effect.

Pay TV Group’s expenditure depends on a variety of

generate further economic activity, amplifying the

The multiplier effect captures the combined effects of

factors including the following three key factors:

direct economic impact in terms of GDP immediately

various economic linkages over a period of time, as

created by MultiChoice Pay TV Group. These

impacts in one sector cause ripple effects through a

“multiplier” effects arise from the linkages between

number of rounds.

>

greater the linkages between sectors and

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s activities with other sectors.

MultiChoice’s contribution to the
Zambian economy has increased
steadily across the last four years,
and more than doubled between
2012 and 2015.

Strength of sectors’ supply chain: The
their supply chain, the more income will be

The interdependencies across sectors in terms of pro-

spent in the supply chain and thus the larger

Firstly, MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s demand for inputs

duction inputs, as well as households spending are

the multiplier;

from its suppliers results in indirect production linkage

captured in the 2007 Social Accounting Matrix (“SAM”).

related impacts across the whole supply chain as

This can be used to derive multipliers that capture

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s providers will spend part

both the indirect and induced impacts described above

more income leakages to abroad and the

of their income further along the supply chain. These

in response to external shocks to demand. These can

smaller the multiplier; and

are referred to as “indirect impacts”. Secondly, there

be used in the estimation of MultiChoice Pay TV

are consumption related impacts, as MultiChoice

Group’s total GDP impact, by applying the industry

Zambia Group’s employees in the supply chain receive

specific multiplier to MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s

higher households’ propensity to consume,

income that they spend in the economy. This in turn

expenditure, comprising of its wages, taxes and divi-

and to consume goods with strong supply

generates greater demand for domestic producers

dend payments, as well as its supply chain expendi-

chains, the larger the multiplier. Also, the

across the range of sectors in the economy, causing

ture. This expenditure is equivalent to the total

more disposable income households are left

further production and consumption linkage related

demand for MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s services, and

with after paying taxes, the larger the

effects. These are referred to as “induced impacts”.

thus approximates a positive demand shock to the

multiplier.

The expenditure by MultiChoice Pay TV Group is, there-

economy, the impact of which is being quantified in

fore, further spent across the economy by employees,

this study. Using the SAM, it is estimated that $1m of

A more detailed explanation of the methodology used

suppliers, the exchequer or ZNBC as a shareholder,

spend in the communications industry supports

to estimate multipliers and their application in this

producing ripple effect and further economic activity

$1.24m across the Zambian economy.

study is provided in Appendix A.

11

>

>

Local demand: The greater imports, the

Household consumption patterns: The

in the Zambian economy. The extent to which the

20
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MULTICHOICE’S
IMPACT ON GDP
Total economic impact
MultiChoice Pay TV Group is estimated to have supported $65.3m of Zambian GDP in 2015, and a total
of $200.2m between 2012 and 2015. The total impact

MultiChoice is estimated to have supported
$65.3m to the Zambian GDP over 2015

$65.300.000

in 2015 consists of its direct economic impact of
$35.9m and its supply chain expenditure of $16.7m.

MultiChoice supply chain
expenditure in Zambia

Together, these amount to the total value of demand
for MultiChoice Pay TV Gorup’s services. Through its
economic linkages in the economy, $1m worth of

$16.700.000

demand for MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s services is
estimated to support $1.24m of GDP in the Zambian

MultiChoice’s direct economic impact in 2015

$35.900.000

economy. Therefore, MultiChoice Pay TV Group supports
a further $12.7m over and above its expenditure.
MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s contribution to the Zambian

$200.200.000
MultiChoice is estimated to have supported $200.2m to
the Zambian GDP between 2012 and 2015

$1.240.000

economy has increased steadily across the last four
years, and more than doubled between 2012 and 2015.
BREAKDOWN OF TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT BY CATEGORY

Another addition from
MultiChoice services to
the Zambian GDP in 2015

$12.700.000
MultiChoice supports a further $12,7m
over and above its expenditure

Source: Deloitte analysis using MultiChoice Pay TV Group data
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SPILLOVER EFFECTS
MultiChoice Pay TV Group enables a number of spillover effects in
the wider economy beyond the economic activity it creates
directly and along its supply chain. These spillover effects arise as
by-products of MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s activities and through
MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s deliberate investments.

the ICT sectors as having the potential to contribute to
economic growth. The Zambian government believes
that access to information and Information and
Communication Technology (“ICT”) services, facilitated
through infrastructure roll-out, will help in reducing
the cost of doing business, promote small business
14

development and enhance job creation.

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has supported this trend
through its efforts in digital migration and by providing
and encouraging uptake of innovative digital services
They include MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s role in:
>
>

in the broadcasting space.

Supporting digitalisation and digital
switchover;

Supporting digital migration

Reflecting, informing and educating

Digital migration in broadcasting involves the replace-

Zambian society;

ment of analogue TV signals with digital TV signals.

>

Supporting local businesses; and

Digital signals use frequency more efficiently and thus

>

Promoting Zambian sports

can expand broadcasting services to additional
12

These are discussed in the following subsections.

content, such as the delivery of government information, education, health and small medium enterprise

Supporting digitalisation and digital switchover

(“SME”) programmes.

The integration of digital technologies into various
aspects of life is a global trend that is widely thought

Further, it increases capacity for local content in a

to have a number of benefits, including increased pro-

range of different languages. This is believed to yield

ductivity and economic growth, besides improved user

opportunities for developing skills and the creation of

13

experiences. The Zambian government has identified

24

Although the Zambian film industry has still
a way to go, MultiChoice’s digital signals will
help it develop faster. Digital signals use
frequency more efficiently and increase
capacity for local content in a range of different
languages. This yields opportunities for
developing talent, skills and the creation of
jobs and investment opportunities.

14-15

jobs and investment opportunities.
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SPILLOVER EFFECTS
12

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has played a noticeable role
in supporting the government’s effort towards
achieving digital migration. Whilst analogue switch-off
(“ASO”) has not occurred in Zambia by the ITU mandated
deadline of 17th June 2015, progress has been made
towards encouraging take-up of DTT by consumers,
rolling out the DTT network in partnership with ZNBC,
and educating the public about digital migration. Only
16

six countries in Africa have so far achieved ASO.

Njila – The Phase, is a new series on Zambesi Magic.

Stimulating take-up of DTT
MultiChoice Pay TV Group provided the first digital

“We are excited to bring our viewers more local
productions that will help to grow the entertainment
industry in Zambia,” said Addiel Dzinoreva, Channel
Head Zambezi Magic. “It shows our further commitment
to introducing new local productions on Zambezi Magic
this year. Our region has many more rich stories to tell
and we’re excited that Zambezi Magic has taken steps
to make sure that our local story tellers and talent
are seen and heard on our channel.”

broadcasting services to the country, through its satellite offering under the DStv brand. In 2012, GOtv
Zambia launched its DTT services, using the latest DVBT2 technology. This offers attractive Pay TV services at
more affordable prices which stimulate take-up of DTT
services by the population. This is seen through the
17-18-19

increase in the number of subscriptions.

In 2015, GOtv Zambia launched the GOtv Lite service,
which allows Zambians with GOtv decoders to watch
the two ZNBC channels and seven other Free-to-Air
channels in digital quality without the need to pay for
a monthly subscription. This further encourages the

In simple terms, MultiChoice offers
Zambians the choice of two superior
digital television systems. DStv brings
entertainment, movies, lifestyle &
culture, sport, documentaries, news,
children, music, religion and consumer
channels through a dish on the roof
pointing at a satellite in space. GOtv
does the same through an antenna
pointing at a local land transmitter.

take-up of DTT.

26
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Import and subsidisation of set-top boxes

SET-TOP BOX SUPPLY

One of the key challenges in successfully achieving
ASO is the organisation of sufficient stock of set-top

Facilitating network rollout

boxes in the country required to receive the DTT signal.
MultiChoice Pay TV Group has spent significant
resources on importing set-top boxes into Zambia.

MultiChoice Pay TV Group and its partner ZNBC have
rolled out DTT networks across Zambia.

By March 2015, MultiChoice Zambia Group had
imported almost 660,000 DTT set-top boxes into Zambia,
thus being able to supply 25% of households in the

on GOtv Set-top boxes that customers have benefitted

country with DTT set-top boxes alone. MultiChoice

from amounts to $10.5m as at April 2015. Depending

Zambia Group also provided ZNBC with around

on the wholesale price at which MultiChoice Pay TV

100,000 independent decoders free of charge, at a

Group procured the set-top boxes from its suppliers,

total value of $1.5m. These decoders are configured

the subsidy per box varied from $10 to $45 per box.

as free-to-air set-top boxes according to ZNBC require-

This cost is in addition to the $5.6m directly paid to

ments. Around two-thirds of MultiChoice Zambia

Zambian agents for the import of the boxes in the

Group’s decoders have already been sold to customers.

country, covering freight and insurance, as well as VAT

Importantly, MultiChoice Pay TV Group provides these

and import duties, and the commission payments to

decoders at a subsidised price; the cumulative subsidy

its distributors for the sale of decoders.

Set-top boxes supplied by GOtv

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Set-top boxes imported by GOtv Zambia (cumulative)

17,800

82,800

210,600

659,790

Set-top boxes sold to customers (cumulative)

6,400

74,276

181,900

432,426

The GOtv service is distributed across the country
through ten transmission sites: Lusaka, Kitwe, Ndola,
Livingstone, Kafue, Livingstone, Chingola, Solwezi,
Kabwe, Chipata and Choma. The total capital expenditure paid to Zambian agents for these transmitters
amounts to around $14.4m.
ZNBC in its function as Zambia’s public signal distributor provides the public DTT service using a further
10 transmission sites. Whilst the development of
these transmission sites has been driven by ZNBC,

the quarterly dividend payments received from MultiChoice Zambia have in part been utilised to support this
investment. In the financial year of 2014/15, dividend
payments amounted to between $1.2m and $1.9m per
quarter. Total payments of $17.2m were paid to ZNBC
between June 2011 and June 2015.

EXISTING SITES

PLANNED SITES

Source: Deloitte analysis using MultiChoice Pay TV Group data
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MultiChoice Zambia Group supports the government’s
requirements towards educating the public about digital migration.
GOtv Zambia launched a digital migration awareness campaign called
“Digito ichitika na GOtv” (Nyanja for “Digital happens with GOtv”) in
April 2015, to continue until analogue switch-off.

to information on digital migration and retail outlets.

Providing attractive digital offerings

Furthermore, all DStv decoders currently for

The success of the campaign is demonstrated by

Whilst MultiChoice Pay TV Group has played an instru-

sale are High Definition (“HD”) decoders

significantly increased decoder sales: by September

mental role to digital migration in Zambia through its

which enable Premium subscribers to

2015 the sales target for the year had been reached.In

DTT offering, MultiChoice Pay TV Group is also support-

access around 20 channels in HD.

2015, GOtv Zambia has further launched the GOtv Lite

ing digitalisation through its other services. MultiChoice

bouquet, which gives subscribers access to the two

Pay TV Group is continuously innovating its service

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has also further

ZNBC channels, in addition to other Free to Air (“FTA”)

offering, encouraging adoption of digital technologies.

innovated in terms of customer support

channels for everyone with a GOtv decoder. This does
not require the payment of a monthly subscription.

and payment services. Subscribers can
In addition to the five bouquets that subscribers can

reactivate their decoders following pay-

choose from on DStv, subscribers with PVR enabled

ment of their subscriptions, as well as fix a

decoders (the ‘Explora’) can choose to subscribe to the

number of error messages using a mobile

PVR service. This allows customers to record and store

based self-help application accessible from

up to 994 hours of personal recorded content, selected

any mobile phone. Subscription payments

from the weekly programme guide accessible on the

can be made through a variety of payment

Creating public awareness

decoder. There are currently around 21,000 subscribers

services, including mobile money services

This campaign conveys to the public that GOtv services

with Explora devices.

such as Airtel and MTN mobile money.

are digital and so subscribers do not need to acquire
any additional services or equipment once analogue

The PVR subscription also allows consumers to acces-

switch-off has occurred. At the same time, new

sother digital services, including:

Partnerships with banks allow banks’ clients to pay

mobile application based live streaming

using any mobile phone: Zanaco (Zapit service), FNB,

services of SuperSport and other channels,

Standard Chartered, Finance Bank, UBA and Indo

Box Office: A pay per view service enabled

respectively, providing service mobility to

Zambia. MultiChoice Pay TV Group is also rolling out a

keting budget, signalling that MultiChoice Zambia Group

through the decoder and online, available to

Premium PVR subscribers; and

new improved billing system called “Clarity”.

recognises the importance of consumer education in

Premium, Compact + and Compact PVR sub-

the communication to its customers. This campaign is

scribers. This service offers films currently

base of pre-recorded popular content, acces-

being conducted across all 10 GOtv towns, including

qavailable on DVD, around three months after

sible at any point in time to Premium PVR

the launch of the movie in the theatres;

subscribers.

customers are informed about the content of the GOtv
service. This campaign is fully financed out of the mar-

17

high-density areas which benefit from poorer access

30

> SuperSport App and DStv Now: Website and

>

> Catch-up: Decoder and online based data
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Facilitating efficient use of spectrum
CASE STUDY

Digital migration facilitates the release of valuable

GOtv services, network rollout and “Digito ichitika na GOtv”campaign

spectrum currently used in analogue broadcasting,
since broadcasting frequencies are used more efficiently. This is referred to as the “digital dividend”.

The GOtv service launched in 2012, in partnership with ZNBC. Two bouquets are on offer: GOtv Plus and GOtv Value, at

Through its contributions to analogue switch-off,

monthly prices of ZMW85 and ZMW65 respectively. These services give customers access to 26-36 (depending on the

MultiChoice Pay TV Group is assisting with the poten-

region) and 21 channels across a variety of genres, such as Entertainment, Sport, Children, Music, Religion and News.

tial release of this spectrum for alternative uses.

Further, the GOtv Lite service, allows Zambians with GOtv decoders to watch the two ZNBC channels and seven other

The Zambian Government sees digital migration as a

Free-to-Air channels in digital quality without the need to pay for a monthly subscription.

key tool to achieving its ambitious targets for eco-

The GOtv service allows customers to access all content in digital quality. As a result, no further steps towards digital

nomic and social progress. It stated its intentions to
use the spectrum that is expected to be freed up for
wireless broadband communications, as well as

migration are necessary for existing subscribers. This forms the key message of the digital migration marketing

“other” applications, such as value added broadcasting

campaign, which kicked off in April 2015, termed “Digito ichitika na GOtv”. This campaign reaches out to consumers

services. Research suggests that this can have an
impact on strengthening economic growth: Digital

through a variety of channels, informing them about GOtv services and showcasing GOtv content to its customers in

dividend spectrum is expected to contribute an esti-

road shows, (digital) billboards, radio commercials, TV shows, Print Media, Social Media, retail outlets, through mobile

mated 1.8% to South African GDP by 2015. The use

and online advertising, as well as through activations in football stadiums. GOtv also named brand ambassadors to gain

20

of spectrum for increasing internet penetration can be
valuable in the Zambian context, given that Zambia’s

support in spreading its message: “Bikiloni & Difikoti” and “Dorika”, well known comedians across Africa. The various

internet penetration is very low at only 15% in 2014,

agents in its distribution network are also heavily involved, allowing them to benefit from commissions earned from

lagging behind other countries in Africa. World Bank

decoder sales.

The Zambian Government sees digital
migration as a key tool to achieving its
ambitious targets for economic and
social progress.

21

research shows that in a cross-section of countries, for
every 10 percentage point in broadband penetration,
22

economic growth increases by 1.38 percentage points.

32
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23-24

transmission sites across the country. All of ZNBC’s

ZNBC2 on both DStv and GOtv platforms in digital qual-

thereby contributing to human development.

transmitters across the country, except Lusaka, receive

ity, thereby improving the customer experience and

Broadcasting can serve educational and social purposes

ZNBC feed through this arrangement, as part of its

making ZNBC’s service more attractive. Furthermore,

by transmitting news and information for illiterate

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has made a contribution to

partnership with MultiChoice Pay TV Group. ZNBC also

MultiChoice Pay TV Group provides ZNBC with some of

segments of the population and can complement the

Zambian society by supporting public sector broadcast-

plans to rely on this arrangement for additional sites

its content, most notably at least one of the football

printed media, especially in countries like Zambia,

ing, disseminating educational content and news as

to be built, which would take its coverage beyond the

matches produced on each production weekend.

where few people use the Internet, or where local

well as reflecting Zambian society and culture through

current level of around 80%.

INFORMING, EDUCATING AND
REFLECTING ZAMBIAN SOCIETY

its programmes. Further, MultiChoice Pay TV Group has

25

online content and content in local languages is limited.
MultiChoice Pay TV Group also supports ZNBC through

initiated a number of educational and cultural

Through the regular dividend payments MultiChoice

capacity building: in 2015 alone, MultiChoice Pay TV

Investment in education

programmes and projects.

Zambia pays to ZNBC as its shareholder, MultiChoice

Group have invited ZNBC staff to the Content Show-

Recognising the educational value of the content pro-

Zambia provides a reliable source of income towards

case in Mauritius, as well as the CNN Journalist Awards

vided to subscribers, MultiChoice Zambia initiated a

ZNBCs expenditure including costs for the provision of

at the cost of MultiChoice Pay TV Group. Several

countrywide education programme to set up Multi-

public service content. MultiChoice Zambia’s dividend

members of staff are also enrolled in the production

Choice Resource Centres (“MRCs”) in 2004. In this

payments amount to around 20-23% of total revenue

training led by SuperSport, allowing ZNBC staff to

programme facilitating audio visual learning, a satellite

Supporting public sector broadcasting

of ZNBC, which is otherwise made up of airtime sales

acquire key skills in TV production.

dish and decoder giving access to eight educational

MultiChoice Pay TV Group supports the ZNBC in its role

(around 65%), TV levy (around 12-15%) and govern-

as Zambia’s sole public service broadcaster in a variety

ment funding (around 1%). The funds provided have

Encouraging learning and investment in education

of ways.

been progressive across the years, and thus provide a

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has made contributions to

more reliable source of income than other sources,

educating and informing Zambians, both through

ZNBC currently relies on MultiChoice Pay TV Group to

such as airtime sales. They are utilised across the

broadcasting content of public interest, as well as

supply its 67 analogue transmitter sites with signal,

board, such as network investment and upkeep,

investing in educational initiatives.

using its satellite network: MultiChoice Pay TV Group

operational expenses, and employee and welfare re-

picks up ZNBC content from its head office in Mass

lated expenses. As the government broadcaster, ZNBC

The widespread benefits of education have been re

Media, in Lusaka, and sends it to its satellite uplink

is a popular source of information on local politics and

searched extensively. These include improvements in

sites in Randburg, South Africa. There, it is uplinked to

news, as well as other local content to Zambians.

productivity, moving towards a more equal distribu-

the satellites that rebroadcast the content to ZNBC

MultiChoice Pay TV Group broadcasts both ZNBC1 and

tion of income, and facilitating individual’s life choices,

34

channels is provided to schools. This initiative is run in

MultiChoice Resource Centres
Each year, MultiChoice Zambia staff travels around the country to add
around 60 schools each year: This involves installing satellite dishes
and TVs, connecting decoders, and training teachers on the use of the
decoders and the use of recorded material in classes.

35
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close cooperation with the Ministry of Education.

ship between teachers and students, facilitated

invited to compete against other African winners in a

The total expenditure between 2012 and 2015 on this

understanding of abstract materials that could otherwise

competition attended by international judges. In 2013,

programme amounted to $56,500.

only be taught through books (e.g. natural wonders,

the overall winner Francine Mazala was Zambian and

animals) as well as ease of preparation of classes for

benefitted from her experiences of travelling to Paris

MRCs had been set up in 327 schools by August

teachers. Research conducted in a secondary school in

to visit the EutelSat facilities. As a result, the award

2015. Each year, MultiChoice Zambia Group staff travels

Nigeria showed that audio-visual resources stimulate

ceremony was held in Zambia in 2014.

around the country to add around 60 schools each

interest and improve learning.

26

year: This involves installing satellite dishes and TVs,

Other educational initiatives run by MultiChoice

connecting decoders, and training teachers on the use

Further, anecdotal evidence from interviews suggests

of the decoders and the use of recorded material in

that it can be used to productively fill classes in case

classes. Expenditure on the programme has continu-

of teacher absenteeism. Teacher absenteeism has

> MultiChoice Zambia partners with the University of

ously increased, and has more than quadrupled from

been prevalent in Zambia, often due to health related

Cape Town to offer scholarships towards studying for

2011/12 to 2014/15. Costs include the technical

issues and can have far-reaching consequences;

an M.Phil in Development Policy and Practice; a two

equipment, as well as the cost involved in MultiChoice

research suggest that a 5% increase in the absence

year part-time programme to forge leaders in the

Zambia Group staff travelling to schools, installing the

rate reduced learning by 4-8% of the average gains

public sector, civil society or international organisa-

equipment, training the staff on how to use the equip-

in a year in Zambia.

27

ment. The Department of Distance Education (“DODE”)

Zambia include the following:

tions. Zambian students awarded with scholarships
include Felix Mwenga in 2014 and Katongo Chifwepa

within the Ministry of Education supports the initiative

The MRC programme is accompanied by the DStv

in 2015.

through selecting appropriate schools each year, and

EutelSat Star Awards, a pan-African collaboration

> MultiChoice Zambia sponsors a small grassroot char-

providing the TV sets required to view the content.

between MultiChoice Africa and Eutelsat. In this initia-

ity called the “Young Talent Foundation Project”, run

tive, students submit essays about the benefits of

by the Zambian model Ruth Musakabantu. This charity

The educational channels provided contain material

satellite technology on the continent. The overarching

conducts day time activities for a small group of chil-

on a variety of topics, including science, mathematics,

aim is to get students interested in science and tech-

dren of around 15 children of various age groups, run-

geography and languages. The key benefits of using

nology concepts, and to encourage further study in

ning up to a finale of a pageant show attended by the

audio-visual material in classes are reported to include

these fields. The two top essays in the country are

children’s parents. During the programme, children

higher levels student attention, an improved relation-

awarded with gifts; the country winner is then also

are being engaged in meaningful daytime activities.

36

Francine Mazala, winner of the DStv Eutelsat Star Awards:
“Africa is the least developed continent in the world for several reasons such
as ignorance or lack of education, disease and poverty, to mention but a
few. I believe satellites and educational television can facilitate the
tackling of some of the problems which African countries are experiencing.”
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23

Access to educational and news content

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s subscribers enjoy this con-

Local shows and channels

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s customers have ready

tent, as being evidenced in its viewing figures illustrated

The Zambian Government believes that the creation

access to educational content and content of public

below.

and use of local content will contribute to the integra-

MultiChoice Pay TV Group launched a new regional

interest through its news and educational content.

VIEWING HOURS OF CONTENT OF PUBLIC INTEREST ON

tion of people from diverse backgrounds. Furthermore,

channel called “Zambezi Magic” in July 2015 to

There are around 28 News, Factual and Educational

DSTV PREMIUM AND COMPACT

the development of digital local content is believed to

broadcast in the Southern African region. Zambia

Channels in the Premium bouquet, and around four in

spur the development of the creative industries and

being the biggest market in the region, Zambian

the GOtv bouquets. Further, there are around nine

promote job creation.

14

content features predominantly on the channel.
MultiChoice Pay TV Group has increased the acquisition

Children’s channels in the Premium bouquet, and
three in the GOtv bouquets. Most of these channels

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has broadcasted locally

of locally produced content; in the financial year of

are not available on other platforms in Zambia.

produced shows on M-NET’s dedicated African pro-

2015/16, broadcast hours have already increased fur-

duced content channels. It has thereby contributed to

ther, for example due to the broadcast of the locally

the visibility on-air of Zambian culture across Africa.

produced magazine shows “Kool Roc Show” and

These figures are confirmed in the broadcast hours of
content of public interest shown below. The total
broadcast hours in 2014/15 translated into the equivalent of over 41 channels broadcast for 24 hours a day,

Source: Deloitte analysis using MultiChoice Pay TV Group data. Note:

Furthermore, the visibility of Zambian talent on

“Kumwesu” and the drama series “Fever” on the

2014/15 viewing data based on viewing data for November 2014 to

MultiChoice shows such as “Big Brother Africa” and

new Zambezi Magic channel.

March 2015; 2015/16 viewing data forecast based on viewing data for
April to August 2015

BROADCAST HOURS OF CONTENT OF PUBLIC INTEREST ON DSTV

“Stand Up Zambia” has contributed to the popularity
of local celebrities such as Cleo Ice Queen and Bob

365 days a year.

MultiChoice has this year sponsored22 Felix Mwenge, the Country Economist

offering for the Zambian market.

BROADCA ST HOURS OF ZAMBIA N PRODUCED CONTENT

Nkosha.
REFLECTING LOCAL CULTURE
The graph on the right shows the broadcast hours
MultiChoice Pay TV Group is encouraging the develop-

at International Growth Centre Zambia, on a two year Master of Philosophy

between 2011/12 to 2014/15 of the five Zambian

ment of programmes which reflect Zambian society

produced programmes MultiChoice Pay TV Group has

programme with the University of Cape Town (UCT). Mwenge is one of only

and culture. It is doing so by contributing to the visibility

broadcast on its Africa Magic channels; these almost

a few African young leaders selected to take part in the pilot project by UCT

on-air of Zambian and Southern African culture, as well

doubled between 2013/14 and 2014/15. MultiChoice

in Development Policy and Practice.

as by supporting cultural initiatives in the country.

Pay TV Group has since then made a conscious
decision to increase investment in the local production

Source: Deloitte analysis using MultiChoice Pay TV Group data

industry further, to offer a more tailored channel
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Investment in cultural initiatives

ments in the media industry. In 2015, eight journalists

Besides the investment in the MRC, MultiChoice Pay

from Zambia, as well as ZNBC staff and other key

TV Group also support a variety of other cultural initia-

stakeholders were invited to attend the event.

tives aiming to encourage engagement in local traditions and contributing to representing Zambian talent

MultiChoice Zambia Group encourages Zambian jour-

internationally.

nalists to participate in the annual CNN MultiChoice
African Journalist Awards, an annual Award ceremony

MultiChoice Africa annually conducts the Africa Magic

in which young talented Journalists are recognised in

Viewer’s Choice Awards (“AMVCAs”), an Awards cere-

around 30 categories. The Awards are internationally

mony that recognises African talent in the film and

well renowned, and similar events are being

entertainment production industry in over 25 cate-

conducted in India, South Korea, Latin America and the

gories. In 2014, Zambia produced three nominees in

German speaking countries in Europe. Further key

the categories of Best Supporting Actress, Best

stakeholders and media from the industry are invited

Television Comedy Drama and Best Video Editor.

to attend the Awards in addition to the participants

There were three nominees as well in 2013 and the

for capacity building and networking purposes. In

Zambian Drama series “Love Games” won in the

2015, 13 guests from Zambia travelled to Nairobi,

category of best TV series. The Awards, frequently

Kenya, to attend the Awards. In 2012, the Awards

referred to as the “African Oscars” have been an

were conducted in Zambia and the Zambian journalist

impactful platform for African talent to gain interna-

Andrew Mulenga won the Arts & Culture Award for

tional exposure and progress their careers.

one of the pieces published in his weekly column
“Mulenga’s hole in the wall” published in the

In 2014 and 2015, MultiChoice Pay TV Group

“Education Post”. Furthermore, MultiChoice Zambia

conducted the MultiChoice Africa Content Showcase,

supports various cultural ceremonies with sponsorship

a five day event in which content producers and

payments, such as the Bemba ceremony “Kusefya

providers, and media personnel from across the world

pang’wena” and Ngoni ceremony “N’cwala”.

are brought together to network and discuss develop-

40
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The Kabulonga girls school in Lusaka; set up in 1958 became an MRC in 2007. It currently has around
CASE STUDY

MultiChoice Resource Centres

3600 students from a variety of backgrounds. Mr Saul Daka became the responsible teacher for the MRC
programme and received training from MultiChoice on how to utilise the training. He explains: “We use the
weekly programme guide on the menu to find programmes for the whole week. Every teacher picks which

MultiChoice Zambia has invested in education in Zambia through setting up its MRC initiative across

programmes to record, and then the selection is reviewed afterwards.”

the country since 2004. This initiative allows schools to use audio visual teaching methods in their

The initiative is run in close cooperation by the Department of Broadcasting Services within the Department

teaching, by providing secondary schools with decoders and a subscription for a specifically devel-

of Distance Education. A memorandum of understanding was signed in 2004, dividing up the responsibility

oped education bouquet. This education bouquet includes channels that can be used for teaching

department provides the TV and chooses the schools to join the programme each year. The main benefits

purposes; the PVR decoders provided allow teachers to integrate pre-recorded programmes into

from the programme in relation to formal teaching arise from the fact that it “exposes students to more

their classes. The eight channels provided are the following: Mindset Learn, National Geographic,

schools reported the following benefits in a survey conducted in 2013 by MultiChoice Zambia.

National Geographic Wild, BBC Knowledge, History Channel, Discovery Channel, Animal Planet, ZNBC

of the projects: Whilst MultiChoice Zambia provides the decoders and satellite dish, the government

approaches to teaching”, states Mr Daka. Whilst it is difficult to measure changes in outcomes per se,

Mr Daka noted that “it motivates the teachers [in their class preparation] as well, it gives the teachers

and BBC World. These channels contain a lot of material directly relevant to the curriculum; other

a bit of space”; this could enhance teachers’ productivity. Mr Ngoma mentioned that the programme can

programmes can be used creatively by teachers to illustrate various concepts. Decoders have a

also mitigate some of the adverse effects of teacher absenteeism; “It fills in gaps in a productive way.”

capacity of 994 hours, ensuring that a variety of programmes can be saved and utilised.

additional value from the facility for example by allowing teachers to stay better informed about global

Besides the relevance of the MRC to formal teaching and learning processes, most schools have also derived

news and challenges, and to support student education outside of class, for example during club
activities.
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Perceived well by its viewers and the critics, it has been nominated and won a number of awards, giving
CASE STUDY

the Zambian production industry exposure internationally and encouraging further growth in the sector.

Love Games, the AMVCAs and Zambezi Magic

Actress Nancy Handabile was nominated for best supporting actress for the Africa Magic Viewer’s Choice
Awards in 2013. She recognised the exposure this nomination had enabled; stating that "I have been

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has contributed to making Zambian culture and talent visible on-air, for

exposed and I have established contacts. The sky is the limit for me”. In 2014, it won the Award for Best
Television Series and Drama. Information and Broadcasting Services Minister Mwansa Kapeya stated that

example through broadcasting the prominent Zambian produced drama series “Love Games”. It

“This [award] is good for the country; it means our efforts are being recognised internationally. As you

revolves around the love lives of young Zambians, discussing issues such as reproductive health

might know, film is one the industries that can create jobs.” He was also of the view that several upcoming

and HIV/AIDS. It made its debut on ZNBC TV in 2011 and was first broadcast on Africa Magic on

movie makers in Zambia would be inspired to work harder as a result of this recognition (Source: Times of

Zambia) In addition, the series was also nominated for Best International TV Drama Series at the 2013

14th November, 2013. It has been directed by Jeff Sitali, created by Fred Muthandeni Phiri and
produced by Media 365 of Lusaka.

The female
Love Games cast
Fyonse

Nancy Handabile

Global Film Fashion Music Television Theatre & Sport Awards.

MultiChoice Pay TV Group is seeking to provide a platform for local content and expand the production and
broadcast of local programming in the Southern region. To this end, it launched a new regional channel

Love Games is considered an “edutainment” show, a show that is spreading awareness among its
viewers and educating about matters of public interest, through an interesting story-line. The show
has been created in collaboration with the Ministry of Health, National HIV/AIDS/STI/TB Council,
with support from the United States Agency for International Development (USAID).

called “Zambezi Magic” in July 2015 which is to become the platform for providing local content to the
public, It is broadcast in the countries of Zimbabwe, Zambia, Botswana, Swaziland, Malawi and Namibia.
Although the region has traditionally had strong ties to South Africa, it has a unique cultural identity that
the channel is planning to service. The channel is to become the local entertainment content platform, and
help grow the local production industry following the examples of Kenya and Nollywood in Nigeria. In these
more mature markets, MultiChoice Pay TV Group is also actively commissioning content, and conducting
in-house productions.
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Supporting local businesses

These payments also have a wider impact through the

MultiChoice Zambia has built a wide network of agents that support

sonal expenditure. Agents’ income is used to support

impact on their supply chains and through their per-

MultiChoice Pay TV Group in its interactions with consumers. These

families and dependents; agents operating in fixed

agents earn commission payments for the various services carried out

employees, who can again support their families.

on behalf of MultiChoice Zambia Group. The financial benefits from

above the pure monetary value of commission pay-

these commission payments do not just accrue to the agents alone.

locations pay rent from the shop rental. Agents have
However, there are several impacts that go over and
ments, discussed in this section.
MultiChoice Zambia has taken a long-term approach
to investment into its agents, relying on different
distribution models and building long-term relationships with its agents. Further, it has provided financial
support to businesses through giving out trade credit,
and offers training. It thereby supports the growth of
local businesses in Zambia. Small and medium-sized

MultiChoice Zambia also has partnerships with five
formal retail chains, including Pepkor, Pick n Pay,
OK Furniture, Game Stores, Hi Fi Corp, to sell its
decoders in their 80 retail outlets. Around 20 Brand
Ambassadors have been hired on a contract basis,
who monitor this relationship, giving on the job
training to the staff so that the customer experience
progresses according to MultiChoice standards.

enterprises (SMEs) are increasingly being recognized
as productive drivers of economic growth and
28

development for African countries. The economic
performance of SMEs is important for positive impact
on growth and poverty reduction. A Department for
International Development

29

commissioned study

covering Central Europe and Africa showed that countries that adopted SME enabling environment reforms
30

also witnessed greater per capita GDP growth.
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Local entrepreneurs in the distribution network

Whilst many agents have reinvested a proportion of
the commission payments earned into growing their
business with MultiChoice Zambia, many agents have
also been able to invest in alternative business
ventures, such as retail outlets, hospitality or agricultural businesses. In this fashion, MultiChoice Zambia
funds are used to grow other industries that are not part
of MultiChoice’s supply chain. The economic impact
arising from such activities is additional to the economic
impact calculated earlier in this report.

PROPORTION OF SALES BY CHANNEL , APRIL - OCTOBER 2015

support and account management. They earn commis-

MultiChoice Zambia’s demand for distributors has

sions through selling decoders which they acquired at

made it possible to set up a variety of local businesses.

reduced prices at the point of sale, and earn a

By offering a number of different entry routes into

percentage on the subscription payments collected at

MultiChoice Zambia’s distribution chain, it provides

the end of the month.

agents from different backgrounds and different financial capabilities, including the youth with potential

SMA agencies are set up following an application,

employment opportunities.

including a suggestion for a particular location. Following approval by the marketing department, agencies

In addition to its head office in Lusaka, MultiChoice
Zambia also has two customer service branches in

Source: Deloitte analysis using MultiChoice Zambia data

pay for the branding of the chosen outlet, purchase
the IT systems required and decoder stock. Therefore,

Lusaka, and one each in Kitwe and Ndola. The major-

Agents in MultiChoice Zambia’s distribution network

ity of services requiring customer contact are therefore

include retailers (both formal and informal), agencies,

carried out by the agents. For example, agents are

DSRs and installers. These agents earn commissions

Further agents in the category of agencies include

responsible for around 90% of decoder sales across

from the various services performed on behalf of

users of mobile prepaid solutions; these are agents

GOtv and DStv, as shown on this page’s graph. By far

MultiChoice Zambia. Different brands support the

working in other outlets, such as retailers or DSRs,

the highest proportion of decoder sales is achieved by

existence of the different types of agents: GOtv sales

which use one of two mobile prepaid solutions: A

Direct Sales Representatives (“DSRs”), the category of

rely more on DSRs, informal retail outlets and agencies

mobile point of sale devices or a mobile phone appli-

agents with the easiest entry route including many

(indirect branded), while DStv sales rely more strongly

cation operational on smartphones. The commission

young agents such as school graduates.

on the businesses of branches and formal retailers.

on subscription payments is received at the end of the

some finance is required for agencies to be set up.

month. Entry into this field requires agents to predeWithin the category of agencies, one can distinguish

posit funds up to a balance of their choice with

between SMA agencies, and mobile agents. SMA

MultiChoice Zambia, against which payments to

agencies are either branded outlets, or counters in

MultiChoice Zambia can be collected.

Zampost branches. They sell decoders and collect
subscription payments and perform basic customer

48
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Retailers sell decoders in their own existing retail out-

installation carried out, included in the sale price of

Providing support in business development

MAP OF AGENC I ES BY LOC ATI ON

MultiChoice Zambia develops a close relationship with

lets. Most of these only sell decoders, though some of

decoders. Some installers have also become mobile

MultiChoice Zambia has established strong relation-

The size of bubbles indicates the relative number of agencies

all agents working in the distribution networks, allowing

them also collect subscription payments through a

agents, thus earning additional revenue from selling

ships with its agents in the distribution networks, in

them to understand and support the local businesses

mobile prepaid solution. Again, they earn commis-

decoders and collecting subscription payments.

all locations of operation. It has worked closely with

on an individual basis. There are many examples of

sions at the point of the decoder sale having acquired

Becoming an installer requires the purchase of some

local retailers and agents, pushing for a high degree

stock from MultiChoice Zambia at reduced prices.

tools besides the completion of MultiChoice Zambia

of professionalism. It has provided them with finance,

Becoming a MultiChoice Zambia retailer as such only

facilitated technical training.

thereby contributing to increasing the level of

requires the purchase of decoder stock and is thereMultiChoice Zambia also has partnerships with five

Whilst many agents have reinvested a proportion of

from MultiChoice Zambia to supplement revenues

formal retail chains, including Pepkor, Pick n Pay, OK

the commission payments earned into growing their

from an existing business.

Furniture, Game Stores, Hi Fi Corp, to sell its decoders

business with MultiChoice Zambia, many agents have

in their 80 retail outlets. Around 20 Brand Ambassa-

also been able to invest in alternative business ven-

DSRs typically operate from local sales booths placed

dors have been hired on a contract basis, who monitor

tures, such as retail outlets, hospitality or agricultural

in fixed locations, or remotely, selling decoders. DSRs

this relationship, giving on the job training to the staff

businesses. In this fashion, MultiChoice Zambia funds

do not acquire stock in advance, but collect it every

so that the customer experience progresses according

are used to grow other industries that are not part of

morning from a local warehouse. In this fashion,

to MultiChoice Zambia standards.

MultiChoice Zambia’s supply chain. The economic

becoming a DSR requires no further finance. The easy

impact arising from such activities is additional to the

route into becoming a DSR, as well as the flexibility

economic impact calculated elsewhere in this report.

in terms of working, has made this programme an
attractive earning mechanism, especially for the

Strong relationships across the country

youth. There are typically significant numbers of DSRs

MultiChoice Zambia’s distribution network stretches

operational at any one point in time, though numbers

across the entire country. The next page shows the

may fluctuate due to the flexible nature of the work.

map with the number of agencies by location across
Zambia. As a result of this, the local business sector is

trained installers. These installers earn a fixed cost per

50

Several agency owners now operate through multiple
branches and have in excess of ten employees.

competitiveness and business growth of the sector.

fore a relatively easy route into earning commissions

In August 2015, there were over 120 accredited and

businesses that have been able to grow successfully.

Northern

MULTICHO ICE ZA M BIA ’ S HEA DQ UA RTE R S IN LUSA K A

supported and employment opportunities are created
across the country.

Luapula

In the case of agencies, staff from the operations

Muchinga

department at MultiChoice Zambia calls agents every
day to confirm that the systems are working and to
assist with any issues experienced. MultiChoice

Copperbelt

Zambia has 13 members of staff in the operations
team working exclusively with agencies; each staff

North Western

member has a dedicated number of agencies that

Eastern
Central

they support. A visit is conducted every year to interact with agents personally, to check that their IT

Lusaka

equipment is up to date and to conduct a review of

Western

the financial statements. In addition, there are nine
members of staff working with retailers in the retail

Southern

distribution chain who pay regular visits to the
retailers.
MPOS Devices
SMA Agents

Through the close relationships to its agents, MultiChoice Zambia is able to better understand how to
support businesses in their growth. For example,
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MultiChoice Zambia can introduce agencies to banks,

A standard credit facility is provided to agencies in

higher; finance from formal lending institutions may

> SMA Training Agencies: This training to agencies is

enabling access to loan facilities and it can recommend

which projected commission earnings from subscrip-

not be available at interest rates below 25%. This ren-

very similar to the training of MultiChoice Zambia’s

This training includes information about how satellite

additional agency locations to help agents expand. All

tion payments to be received at the end of the month

ders regular loan facilities expensive to businesses.

own branch staff and includes training on product

technology works, and how to use tools effectively.

agencies are actively encouraged to grow by opening

can be used towards the financing of decoder stock at

Furthermore, access to such loan facilities is by no

knowledge, general customer service, basic soft

These skills can be employed across other disciplines,

more retail outlets or branches, expand employment

the beginning of the month. In this case, agencies do

means guaranteed to small businesses.

skills, and customer contact.

such as CCTV deployment.

and develop; DSRs and installers are encouraged to

not need to prebuy decoders but may receive stock

start collecting subscription payments, and later to

up to the value of average commission earnings from

training: Training for retailers and DSRs, and sepa-

Further, MultiChoice Zambia’s operations department

develop into either retailers or agencies. The develop-

previous months. The value of decoders received is

rately to installers, on the mobile prepaid application

holds an agency conference once a year to bring

ment of the mobile prepaid solutions for collecting

then offset against the actual value of commissions

used to collect subscription payments. The course

agency owners together. In this, any issues that may

subscription payments in 2010 has given retailers,

from subscription payments at the end of the month.

MultiChoice Zambia has facilitated skill transfer

also includes training on basic soft skills.

have arisen in their business can be raised. Also,

DSRs and installers the opportunity to earn commis-

In this fashion, agencies are left with the commissions

through various training programmes delivered to its

sions through additional channels.

from decoder sales, which they receive at the point of

services in the technical department.

> SMA Mobile Retailers and Mobile installers
SKILL TRANSFER

> Brand Ambassador training: Training given to

knowledge sharing presentations around issues such

agents. MultiChoice Zambia has two staff members

brand ambassadors in formal retail outlets on

as business insurance, investment opportunities and

sale of the decoder, without any needs for further

dedicated to carrying out training to its own employ-

products, and basic soft skills.

business growth are given. Successful agencies are

Providing finance for business growth

finance. This mechanism can be interpreted to be

ees as well as all agents.

One particularly impactful channel through which

equivalent to an interest free trade credit of 30 days.

> Training on self-help portals to be used by
customers.

In 2014/15, over 20 multi-day training sessions

MultiChoice Zambia provides support to its agents is

awarded prizes for key achievements, and invited to
share their experiences. These knowledge sharing
sessions further contribute to the business

through providing credit facilities. This allows business

In a few cases, credit facilities of up to 90 days have

specifically aimed at its agents were conducted,

The knowledge conveyed in these trainings is not just

understanding of business owners that can be applied

owners to reinvest their commissions for other busi-

been provided to agents on a discretionary basis. This

including the following:

useful for the running of the business related to

across many different functions.

ness purposes or to move up the value chain. Research

has been enabled through MultiChoice Zambia’s close

from a cross section of five African countries, including

relationship to its agents.

MultiChoice Zambia Group, but can also be employed
> Customer Service Training: This training is out-

Zambia, suggest that there may be significant produc-

in other businesses. For example, the Customer Service

sourced to and conducted by a Zambian trainer and

Training teaches agents how to deal with a customer

tivity gains from the availability of supplier credit,

This is a valuable mechanism, especially in Zambia,

involves a non-MultiChoice Zambia specific training

appropriately. These principles can be applied across

through avoiding inventory stoppages and improving

given that interest rates set by the Bank of Zambia

on a variety of issues around customer service.

all the agents’ dealings.

have been kept on hold at 12.5% since August 2015,

Around $50,000 were paid to outside parties in both

31

capacity utilisation.

32

52

averaging 10.66% between 2012 and 2015.

2013/14 and 2014/15. Most Lusaka based agencies

Furthermore, MultiChoice Zambia provides technical

Anecdotal evidence suggests that retail rates are even

participated in this training.

training to installers by two employees from field
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Experience of different agents
MultiChoice Zambia has enabled a multitude of agents to build successful local businesses across its entire
distribution network.
Mr Banji started his first business about 30 years ago, dealing first in cross border trade, motor vehicle parts

However, Mr Banji has also been able to reinvest the

dealing with”. He also benefitted from a discretionary

Zambia, he developed a close working relationship

revenues from MultiChoice Zambia to expand into other

trade credit: “I was given a credit facility for 1,000

with MultiChoice. “MultiChoice Zambia introduced me

industries. Firstly, he is in the process of opening a

decoders” which has helped with his latest extension.

to Stanbic bank, and my partnership with MultiChoice

hotel in Mazabuka, with 10 employees. He also bought

Zambia gave me leverage to get a loan facility to help

a cattle ranch in Mazabuka, with 10 employers, and

Ms Chilombo also benefitted from a credit facility of

me expand my businesses”. MultiChoice Zamia has also

plans to sell to Zambeef, the largest integrated agricul-

500 decoders in March 2015 and managed to sell these

given him the freedom to innovate his sales strategy;

tural business in Zambia. Mr Kalifeh has taken an alter-

within three months. Her shop is located in Chawama

for example by delivering decoders and carrying out

native route. He had an existing business, an Electronics

one of Lusaka’s densely populated compounds. She has

installations in remote locations by using local bus

shop called “Home-line”, set up in 2010. He started

been selling GOtv decoders in the area since 2013, after

services for a small additional fee.

selling MultiChoice decoders in 2011, but does not

her application prompted by a radio advertisement was

collect subscription payments. This has been worth his

successful. She also sells some rice, but the majority of

and then FTA decoders. In 2005, he became a registered installer and subsequently, an agent for MultiChoice

He also values the training provided by MultiChoice

while, since DStv and GOtv are among the list of

her business focusses on MultiChoice. Through the money

Zambia in Livingstone. Being an agent, his business sells decoders, collects subscription

Zambia: “I send my staff for training so as to get the

products that attract people into his shop. “About 30%

from her business, she has been able to buy a block of

payments from which it earns commissions, and does account creations and also conducts installations for

full benefit”. It provides its employees with the necessary

of all my customers come for MultiChoice products, but

flats in Kamwala, and is renovating these to rent them

means to carry out their job in a professional manner.

often also buy other products.” He currently employs

out; the credit facility allowed her to complete the

both GOtv and DStv, facilitates decoder servicing and assists in customer care. Mr Banji has been able to

about 35 people, about 5 of who work on the Multi-

renovations for two of the three flats.

expand his MultiChoice businesses significantly since establishing his first agency. “Through working with

Choice products, though he started with 20 employees.

MultiChoice Zambia, I could get to where I wanted within a year instead of my 10 year plan”. Mr Banji
has been able to open up a further branch in Kalomo, and three in Lusaka. He started with one employee
in his Livingstone outlet, and now has about 10 workers in Livingstone alone; across his other agencies
he has a further 40 employees.
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Over the 10 year period of working with MultiChoice

“I have 300 animals, and
an empire built through
MultiChoice Zambia worth
around $500,000.”

“I increased my shop size in August and am looking

Christina presents an example of a DSR who has been

to hire 5 more people. I plan further extensions in the

able to expand her business. She has been working

near future”.

with MultiChoice Zambia for two years, starting out
with one sales booth, and now has another. Besides

He has developed a close working relationship with the

selling decoders for GOtv and DStv, she has started

sales department at MultiChoice Zambia. “The Multi-

collecting subscription payments in one booth using a

Choice Zambia team help a lot; any issues: they sort it

prepaid mobile device. The single mother uses her

out straight away”. He further states: “I know who I am

income to support her children.
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MultiChoice Pay TV Group has undertaken a number of activities
that have either directly or indirectly promoted and developed
Zambian sports. The sports industry creates direct economic benefits
through employment, revenue from events, consumables and
general taxation. In addition, it may promote employee productivity
33
through activity and health.

Financial support in sports infrastructure
SuperSport, the MultiChoice Pay TV Group entity
responsible for sports content and a sports channel
group, has invested over $5.3m in Zambia in the last
four years in the sports infrastructure through its
licence fee payments to the Football Association of
Zambia (“FAZ”) and production expenditure. Including
expenditure to agents outside of Zambia, SuperSport
has spent a total of $8.9m on the Zambian Football
League over the four year period.

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has invested in the sports and

SuperSport became the first sports production house

broadcasting infrastructure, and by making football

to professionally produce footage of Zambian football

visible on-air it has contributed to turning the sport into

in 2008; to this day its coverage of the MTN Super

a marketable proposition. MultiChoice Pay TV Group has

League is the key activity of SuperSport in Zambia.

further encouraged professionalism in employment in

Whilst the first division of the FAZ was founded as

the sports industry. Higher participation in sports has

early as 1964, no income had previously been earned

resulted from this, also encouraged by the community

from the production of its games in Zambia. Its licence

initiative supported by MultiChoice Pay TV Group.

fee payments for both the coverage of the MTN Super
League as well as each game of the national team pro-

Investment in sports

vide a key source of income to the football association.

SuperSport has actively invested in the sports infra-

56

structure through various channels: Firstly, through its

Football teams in the league benefit equally from the

licence fee payments for producing Zambian football

licence fees paid by SuperSport, save the administra-

matches; secondly, through its investment in broad-

tive fees retained by the FAZ. These payments allow

casting production training.

them to finance various activities, such as paying

SuperSport has invested over
$5.3 million in the last four years in
the Zambian sports infrastructure
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salaries and bonuses, investment in stadiums and

utilised for other live events, such as the CNN Multi-

cover sports; the intention is for the participants to

covering other operating expenditure. SuperSport also

Choice Africa Journalist Awards which were conducted

also become qualified to conduct other types of pro-

invested in sports through its expenditure on production.

in Zambia in 2012.

ductions. In 2015/16, six such training sessions have

A lot of stadiums required crucial improvements to

been budgeted for. More than double than this is

facilitate live production, such as the ability to fix

SuperSport partially subcontracts the production work

expended for the entire Southern region. Around 60%

cameras for filming purposes; SuperSport led the way

to Zambian parties; the staff count employed by these

of this expenditure is locally spent. This expenditure

and encouraged further investment: teams made

third parties has grown significantly to about 30% in

is in addition to the approximately $30,000-$40,000

active decisions to invest more money in the local

2015. SuperSport is investing heavily in the training

spent per production weekend.

facilities, including toilets, security and scaffolding for

of production staff to further increase local participa-

cameras in order to meet the requirements specified

tion. In 2013, it conducted production training for 13

The aim of the programme is to further increase local

by SuperSport.

cameramen and women, mostly ZNBC staff (85%)

participation in productions; this is expected to reduce

that resulted in notable improvements to the quality

the cost of productions and can result in more produc-

Investment in local production infrastructure

of productions. The current ongoing training initiative,

tions per year. Between 2011/12 and 2014/15, the

Live broadcasting on the SuperSport channels is done

called the GIFT programme (an abbreviation of

number of football games already more than doubled.

using two specialised Outside Broadcasting (“OB”)

“Gaining insight from training”) is a grassroots training

Vans acquired in 2010. Two more vans have since

project for 24 participants, across various production

been purchased in 2015. These vans contain all equip-

disciplines such as editors, graphic outputters, more

ment required to complete a full TV production; the

cameramen and audio operators. This is the first pro-

value of the vehicles alone amounted to around

fessionally conducted production training programme

$850,000 at the time of purchase. Including produc-

in the country; professionals from South Africa and

tion equipment, the acquisition value of each of the

Kenya are hired to train the participations locally.

vans amounted to approximately $4m. One of the
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vehicles is planned to be soon replaced by HD OB Van.

The training is being conducted in sessions of around

These vans are not only used for the live production

ten days, involving theoretical training as well as prac

of football; in 2011/12 and 2014/15, some boxing

tical training through the production of a live football

matches were also produced. They have also be

match. However, the theoretical training does not only
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NUMBER OF GAMES PRODUCED

Presence on national TV
MultiChoice Pay TV Group has given Zambian sports a
presence on TV, stimulating public interest in the
sports. Importantly, SuperSport indicates that it has
been able to deliver reliable coverage, in digital quality and professional production quality. In 2015/16,
SuperSport plans to cover two MTN Super League

Source: Deloitte analysis using MultiChoice Pay TV Group data

weekends every month, producing two games on
Saturday and Sunday respectively. This amounts to at

DEVELOPMENT OF MARKETABLE
SPORTS PROPOSITIONS

least 60 games, amounting to a quarter of all games
played per season. This dependable schedule allows
The Chipollopolos in training

MultiChoice Pay TV Group has supported the develop-

the viewership to plan ahead and makes it easier to

ment of sports initiatives into marketable sports

follow. In addition, the games are accompanied by

propositions by providing a platform to showcase foot-

informed commentary from local presenters, such as

football. The show is intended to inform viewers of

a “sense of belonging” and a more personal connec-

ball on national TV, increasing its popularity and facil-

ex-players, raising the overall viewing experience. The

the latest news and developments in the local football

tion to the players.

itating stakeholders to benefit from revenue streams.

broadcast hours of local football have more than

industry, contain interviews with players and other

doubled from 2011/12 to 2014/15.

stakeholders, such as the FAZ.

ZNBC is also given the feed for games produced and

Popularity and other revenue streams

of the 16 teams in the league now have jersey spon-

is thereby able to broadcast games every weekend,

The visibility of Zambian football on TV due to Super

sors, such as Huawei, Investrust bank, Natsave bank

either live or delayed. This increases the reach beyond

Sport has contributed to the popularity of the sport.

and KBC; the few teams that have no jersey sponsors

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s subscribers.

Research into viewership preferences commissioned

nevertheless have title sponsors. A few seasons ago,

by MultiChoice Pay TV Group suggests that there is a

none of the teams had jersey sponsors.

SUPERSPORT BROADCA ST HOURS (FOOTBALL)

Collins Mbesuma
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Source: Deloitte analysis using MultiChoice Pay TV Group data

Furthermore, this popularity has allowed the teams to
benefit from alternative revenue streams. Almost all

In October 2015, a new TV show called “Zedbola” was

strong desire to watch the Zambian football league,

launched. This magazine show, produced locally, is

and it is almost as popular among viewers as the

Also, gate collections have become a substantial

expected to further provide a platform for Zambian

English Premier League. Viewers stated that they feel

source of income for the clubs; all clubs have dedi-
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Nchanga and Konkola stadium often reach their

Investment in players and other stakeholders

month (ca. $395) to around 15,000 Kwacha (ca.

capacity of 20,000 and 30,000 respectively when the

SuperSport’s funds have facilitated the growth of

$1,980). In addition, match appearance bonuses of

players and other stakeholders in the sports infra-

around 500 Kwacha (ca. $65) and match winning

structure. Furthermore, funding into sports has allowed

bonuses of up to 2,000 Kwacha per match (ca. $265)

Another significant source of income to the league

sporting events to become professional, and salaries

get paid. It should be noted that even the lowest base

and its teams results from the sponsorships payments

in the industry to rise.

salary would already be around three times the GDP

34

Chipolopolos are playing.
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per capita of around $1,550 in 2015. This also com-

by MTN, who became the league sponsor in 2010
following SuperSport’s involvement. MTN have just

The multi-year nature of the broadcasting right con-

pares well with civil servant salaries; anecdotal

renewed their contract. Anecdotal evidence from

tract between SuperSport and FAZ gives the FAZ and

evidence suggests that these range from around

interviews conducted suggests that there are other

football teams security over their income; allowing

6,000-10,000 Kwacha per month (ca. $790-$1,320).

revenue sources, too. All of the teams are said to be

football teams to plan their expenses in a forward-

involved in selling merchandise; for example a Nkana

looking fashion. This has trickled down to the

The MTN Super League games produced by SuperSport

football club jersey sells for around 200 Kwacha (ca.

compensation paid to players and other stakeholders,

are not only broadcast in up to 48 countries across

cated stadiums, many in fact own them, and thus

$26). A Chipolopolo jersey sells for around 600

raising both the level of compensation, as well as the

Africa; when the national team is playing, the games

directly benefit from ticket sales. Anecdotal evidence

Kwacha (ca. $79). Further, viewers are given the

ability to arrange long-term contracts with players,

are broadcast to even more territories. This makes

from interviews with the FAZ suggest that at Nkoloma

opportunity to buy food, water and goods during the

offering financial stability.

Zambian talent visible across a number of nations,

stadium, ticket prices vary from 20 Kwacha (ca. $3) to

break of games at stadiums, offering retail opportuni-

around 200 Kwacha (ca. $26) for the popular VIP

ties to other companies.

The (in)famous Nkana football shirt

allowing talent to be recognised more than locally.
Some players have risen to fame internationally

tickets. The investment in stadiums and its facilities

through the exposure on SuperSport channels: for

have made stadium visits a more enjoyable experi-

Finally, it has been suggested that many teams have

ence. Fans can associate grounds with teams, and

become financially independent from their company

The MTN Super League can be considered professional

example, Collins Mbesuma played in the English

attendance has improved as a result. Attendance at

sponsors. Teams can now afford to buy team buses;

in the sense that every player now earns their liveli-

Premier League and now plays for Mpumalanga in

Nchanga stadium ranges from around 10,000 to

to illustrate, Nkana football club, just bought a new

hood from playing football. All players have contracts

South Africa, Stophila Sunzu plays for OSC Lille in

15,000 attendees during a league match and Nkana

team bus, even though copper prices are falling,

with a specified duration, and specified pay structure

France and Chisamba Lungu is playing in Russia for

stadium often reaches full capacity of 15,000 atten-

affecting revenues of head sponsor Mopani Copper

including base salaries and winning bonuses. Monthly

Ural Oblast Swerdlowsk. However, Zambia has also

dees whenever their home club are playing. Both

Mines.

base salaries vary from around 3,000 Kwacha per

become an attractive destination for other players:
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Defender Stophila Sunzu curbing Ivory Coast superstar Didier Drogba
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MTN Super Leagues have contracts with players from

learn about financial management. For example,

and individual athletes compete against one another

Zimbabwe, Kenya, Togo, and Nigeria and Ghana, and

three members from the FAZ participated in 2014 in

in a number of competitions. Furthermore, various

DRC, and Uganda, for example at Zesco United and

the training in Nairobi, Kenya, in 2014. In addition,

activities for spectators as well as children and their

Zanaco.

SuperSport also organised visits to football nations

families are conducted. The event was founded with

abroad to establish connections and facilitate capacity

the aim of getting companies together to share

Professionalism in the industry has extended beyond

building. For example, a number of FAZ staff travelled

information on how they could tackle AIDS in the

the compensation structure of players to the overall

to Germany to meet with representatives from the

workplace; at the time HIV was a significant threat to

league management. The FAZ requires each club to

Bundesliga.

human capital. Nowadays, free health screenings for

have an explicit licence to be able to participate in

a variety of diseases such as diabetes, HIV, cardiac are

ments need to be met, such as for the club to be

Promoting participation in sports

legally constituted, having in place contracts and

Participation in sports has been shown to contribute

insurance for all players, remitting taxes, submitting

to social development by promoting good health and

audited financial statements and maintaining a mini-

enhancing productivity.

33-36

mum liquidity of about 250,000 Kwacha (ca. $3,940).

made available to participants and spectators alike.
Initially, MultiChoice Zambia supported the founder
with advisory support on the establishment of the
event and smaller in kind donations. In 2015, Multi-

Besides football, MultiChoice Pay TV Group has aimed

Choice Zambia head-sponsored the event, contributed

This is a noticeable development given that some

to increase the participation in sports of the wider

actively to the organisation of the event and provided

clubs did not even have bank accounts. It has also

public. MultiChoice Zambia has supported the organi-

a donation of 140,000 Kwacha (ca. $18,445). Also,

resulted in the need for adequately trained club

sation of the “Inter Company Relay” event since its

MultiChoice Zambia advertised the event with media

management and supporting staff, creating further

inception in 1999. This event is organised annually by

coverage for a minimum of two weeks’ worth 200,000

employment in the industry.

the Zambia Amateur Athletic Association (“ZAAA”), a

Kwacha (ca. $26,350).

government association run by the Ministry of Sports
SuperSport has driven these developments through

representing all athletes in the country. The funds

The event is widely attended by many corporates and

various initiatives. SuperSport initiated a training for

raised are used to support athletes, for example to

stakeholders. For example, Zambia’s current president

management and administrators in cooperation with

facilitate participation in international competitions.

Edgar Lungu participated in the 10km race in 2013.

the WITS Business School in South Africa in 2013; a
number of groups from Zambia have been invited to
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Over 200 athletes selected from different parts of
the country took part in the Zambia Amateur Athletics
Association (ZAAA) games which took place at the
Olympic Youth Development Athletes Centre.

In this annual sports tournament, companies’ teams
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THE 2015 INTER COMPANY RELAY THEME:

CASE STUDY

Inter Company Relay

Run and walk for your health towards peace
& unity, by acting together we can win

The Inter Company Relay (ICR) has become a recognised annual corporate event ever since
its first edition in 1999. Corporates are represented by their Relay Team, which consists of
8 people, competing against other teams in similar industries in a race of initially 11.5km
(now 10km). Nowadays there is also a 10km individual race and 5km health walk, a 100
meters CEO Race as well as kids athletics. This event attracts a number of spectators, and
participants often bring along their entire families, who are invited to participate in the
health walk. The event is run by the Zambia Amateur Athletic Association (“ZAAA”), the
association representing all athletes in the country. The funds raised are used to support
athletes, for example to facilitate participation in international competitions.
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ELIAS MPONDELA, CHAIRMAN INTERCOMPANY RELAY
AND PRESIDENT OF THE ZAAA

CASE STUDY

so far. According to Mr Mpondela: “135 companies participated in the competition in 2015, about 1000 people participated in the 10km Relay run, 200 in the

Inter Company Relay (continued)

10km individual race, 100 in the CEO Race; over 500 in the 5km health walk
and we had a spectatorship of over 3,000 people in the Showgrounds.

According to organiser Elias Mpondela, Chairman of the Intercompany Relay and

In addition, more than 300 volunteers joined the efforts, and more than 100
Whilst the sporting activities are still at the heart of the event, a number of

police officers were working at the event.” There was about 6 hours of live

President of the ZAAA, the event has a number of benefits besides raising finance, such

additional activities take place. Firstly, free health check-ups are being offered

broadcasting on ZNBC. He is further of the view that “it was the best organised

to visitors and participants alike: HIV, Breast & cervical cancer, hypertension,

and branded event so far, it made people see the value of the event”. “We had

as encouraging participation in sports, even outside the event.

diabetes, Cardiac ailments such as high blood pressure, eye screening. This is

much bigger coverage, and more awareness of people than ever before. Multi-

being carried out by volunteering doctors, as well as the medical association

Choice Zambia’s PR and Marketing skills and connections have impacted posi-

and national and international health organisations and charities. Secondly,

tively on the organisation of the event”.

“People would like to showcase what they have been doing in the gym”.
Further, it may help strengthen the company morale.

educative sessions about healthy nutrition are held to inform the participants
about how it can reduce the need for medication, and a Healthy Eating Gala

“MultiChoice Zambia have been participating every year; their support has

“It reduces the social distance between directors and lower level employees since the

Dinner is organised. This also facilitates networking between companies.

been fantastic throughout the years and they have helped to attract other

During Kids Athletics, children are invited to discuss the value of life, competi-

companies as well”. The 2015 event was widely supported by a number of

tiveness and team work.

corporates, not only through their participation, but also through sponsorship;

team maker is the guy that wins”.
He believes that the “economic benefit of this is that people are able to work in a

companies such as Zambian breweries, Zambia State Insurance Corporation,
The 2015 event, which MultiChoice Zambia as the head sponsor supported with

Zambia Sugar, Road Safety Agency (RATSA), Bata and ZNBC sponsored the

friendly environment”. This is also reflected in the respective themes that the events are

organisational support, sponsorship and media coverage was the biggest event

event and a number of NGOs also participated.

conducted under. Every year, the motto ends in “by acting together we can win”.

THE 2015 INTER COMPANY RELAY THEME:

Run and walk for your health towards peace & unity, by acting together we can win
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Social Accounting Matrix and Economic Multipliers. The 2007
Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) for Zambia is used in order to
estimate a total impact GDP multiplier. This is used to calculate
the total economic impacts on the economy.
The 2007 Zambia SAM is an accounting framework that captures
the incomes and expenditures transferred between sectors and
institutions including productive activities, commodity markets, factor
markets, households, government and domestic and foreign investment. It provides a detailed representation of the Zambia economy
and is built using input-output tables, national accounts, government
budgets and balance of payments.
37

to construct the input-output tables was drawn from

and spends income through its demand for public

respectively. The extent to which the direct effects are

sumption basket, the share of domestically supplied

the national accounts, and using an updated input-

commodities and pays social transfers to households.

amplified through the indirect and induced impacts is

goods in consumer demand and the share of factor

output table that was constructed using information

The remainder of its income is the fiscal surplus which

referred to as the multiplier effect. Multiplier effects

income distributed to households. Importantly, import

from agricultural and industrial surveys.

is invested. Information on government accounts was

capture the combined effects of various economic

demand is a leakage from the circular flow of income;

taken from 2007 Government Accounts data, and the

linkages over a period of time, as impacts in one sector

if households demand imported goods, then it is

2007 balance of payments.

cause ripple effects through a number of rounds.

foreign producers who benefit and so linkages will be

flows of activities and commodities, but it also con-

Investment must equal total savings in the economy;

The indirect impacts, or production linkages, are

tains complete information on different institutional

the difference between total domestic savings from

determined by the sectors’ production technologies,

accounts, such as households, the government,

the government and households and total investment

contained in the input-output part of the SAM. These

Demand side shock

investors and the rest of the world. Whilst households

is the current account balance, or total capital inflows

are differentiated into backward and forward linkages.

In this report, MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s activities are

are the owners of factors of production and thus get

from abroad. Information on this is coming from the

Backward linkages are the demand for additional

measured as an exogenous demand shock to the

paid the value added, they also receive and make

2007 balance of payments estimated by the IMF, and

inputs to supply additional goods. Forward linkages

economy. MultiChoice Pay TV Group provides services

transfers to government in the form of social transfers

trade data from the National Accounts Department.

account for the increased supply of inputs to upstream

to the economy which are demanded by its consumers;

industries. Stronger linkages lead to larger multipliers.

therefore, MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s supply equals

A SAM is different from an input-output matrix
because it not only traces the income and expenditure

smaller. Similarly, taxes paid to the government from

and taxes respectively. They further receive interest
income from foreign investment. They purchase com-

Economic linkages

The consumption linkages, or induced effects, arise

the demand for its services. The assumption implicitly

modities (consumption spending) and the remainder

Demand-side shocks to the economy have both direct

when an expansion of production in response to a

made in this report is, therefore, that if MultiChoice

Social accounting matrix

of the income is saved in private savings. Information

and indirect effects. The direct effects are those

demand shock generates additional incomes for fac-

Pay TV Group stopped providing its services, this

The input-output table shows how activities produce

on households was taken from the 2007 national

pertaining to the sector that is directly affected by the

tors and households, which are then used to purchase

demand would not be met through other service

goods and services by combining factors of production

accounts and the 2006 Living Conditions Monitoring

shock. However, it may also have indirect effects

goods and services. This in turn generates greater

providers.

with intermediate inputs. This captures the economy’s

Survey, a household survey, as well as the 2007 gov-

stemming from the sector’s linkages to other sectors

demand for domestic producers across the range of

production technologies. Activities pay factors of

ernment accounts and the 2007 balance of payments.

and parts of the economy.

sectors in the economy, causing further production

Total supply is equal to the value added due by

and consumption linkage related effects.

MultiChoice Pay TV Group, plus its intermediate

production wages, rents and profits during the produc-
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household income reduce consumption linkages.

tion process (value added) using commodities (inter-

The government receives indirect taxes (import and

These indirect linkages can be separated into produc-

mediate demand). Value added and intermediate

sales taxes) from commodities in addition to taxes

tion and consumption linkages; these are referred to

The magnitude of consumption linkages depends on

taxes and profits paid into the economy. These pay-

demand together add up to gross output. Information

from households, as well as foreign grants and loans,

in this report as “indirect” and “induced” impacts

various factors, including the composition of the con-

ments equally sum to the direct impact. Intermediate

demand. Value added is measured by the wages,
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demand is measured by the total payments made in

intermediate demand, in order to estimate the total

would rise to 1.57; similarly if investment demand and

Given that in the exercise of this report, demand for

the supply chain. In order to capture the total economic

economic impact of the MultiChoice Pay TV Group in

export demand were assumed to be endogenous the

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s services is either present

impacts on the Zambian economy, it is therefore

terms of direct, indirect and induced impacts.

multiplier would rise to 1.44 and 2.33 respectively.

or not, it does not seem too limiting an assumption

The GDP multiplier calculated for the communications

Given that there is no immediately obvious reason for

tors and in other sectors may of course be affected.

industry is 1.24. This implies that for every $1 of the

why the government would increase its spending in

This needs to be recognised as a limitation of the

Types of multipliers

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s services demanded in the

response to MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s demand, or

model.

Three types of multipliers can be distinguished. Firstly,

economy, GDP increases by $1.24.

why investment and export demand should rise, it is

that prices stay constant. However, prices of competi-

necessary to apply the multiplier to the sum of value
added and intermediate demand.

an output multiplier reports the final increase in gross

assumed that these demand factors remain exoge-

The communications industry depends mostly on the

nously determined.

input of capital (38%) and skilled labour (16%) as

output of all production activities from both direct,

Assumptions

indirect and induced impacts. Secondly, a GDP multi-

The SAM multiplier framework can be used to estimate

plier measures the total change in value-added or

the impacts of changes in any of the exogenous

However, a number of assumptions have been made.

demand, communication services mostly depend on

factor incomes caused by these impacts. Finally, the

demand accounts in the model. Households are treated

The SAM multiplier model utilised assumed that prices

machinery (24%). Treating these factors as exogenous

income multiplier measures the total change in house-

as endogenous, given that the SAM multiplier approach

are fixed and that any changes in demand will lead

would reduce the multiplier significantly; however,

hold incomes.

makes use of information on household factor endow-

to changes in physical output, rather than prices. This

there is no immediate reason why they should be

ments and income distribution.

in turn requires an additional assumption that the

constrained, given that in this exercise, demand for

economy’s factor resources are unlimited or uncon-

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s services is already present
and its output is being produced.

In this report, impacts are measured in terms of the

factor resources. Furthermore, in terms of intermediate

GDP multiplier given that value added represents the

Other demand stimuli are treated as exogenous:

strained, so that any increase in demand can be

incremental impact on GDP caused by the demand

export demand, government spending and investment

matched by an increase in supply. Finally, it is assumed

side shock.

demand. This implies that it is assumed that none of

that all structural relationships between sectors and

these agents change their behaviour in response to

households in the economy are unaffected by exoge-

The 2007 SAM has been used to calculate GDP multi-

MultiChoice Pay TV Group’s activities. This is considered

nous changes in demand, meaning that the input co

pliers for different sectors. Over 44 sectors are defined

prudent since rendering any of these demand factors

efficients of producers and the consumption patterns

through the activities in the SAM. The GDP multiplier

endogenous would increase the size of the multiplier.

of households as stated in the SAM remain unchanged.

for the communications industry is applied to

To illustrate, if government spending and taxes were

MultiChoice’s supply, consisting of value added and

to be assumed to be endogenous, the multiplier
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